
BREAKING NEWS

CDC, UK Gov. & Oxford University confirm
COVID Vaccination DOES NOT WORK & has
potentially Lethal & Fatal Consequences
BY THE EXPOSÉ ON JANUARY 9,  2023 •  (  18 COMMENTS )

Several scientific studies have emerged that call into question the safety and effectiveness of Covid-19 vaccines, raising alarm bells
about the potential harm they may cause and their ability to prevent infection and transmission.
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The findings of these studies are disturbing and suggest that vaccinated individuals may be at higher risk of contracting and spreading
the alleged Covid-19 virus.

They also suggest that the “vaccines” may increase susceptibility to infection.

These revelations have serious implications for the still ongoing vaccination efforts and call into question the wisdom of ever
mandating the public to take these experimental injections.

Because the evidence is now clear.

According to three individual studies published by the US Centers for Disease Control, the UK Government, and Oxford University,
Covid-19 vaccines are harmful and ineffective.

Let’s not lose touch…Your Government and Big Tech are actively trying to censor the information reported by The Exposé to serve their own needs. Subscribe now to
make sure you receive the latest uncensored news in your inbox…

SUBSCRIBE

CDC Study
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A shocking CDC study reveals that vaccinated individuals are more likely to contract and spread Covid-19 than unvaccinated individuals.

Out of 469 cases studied among Massachusetts residents who attended public gatherings, a staggering 346 were among vaccinated individuals,
with 74% of them experiencing Covid-19 symptoms and 1.2% being hospitalized.

In contrast, the remaining 123 cases were among the unvaccinated population, with only 1 person being hospitalized (0.8%), and no deaths
occurring in either group.

The study (https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/pdfs/mm7031e2-H.pdf)also found that viral loads were very similar among the vaccinated and
unvaccinated, indicating that both groups were equally infectious.
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Oxford University Study
An alarming study (https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3897733)from Oxford University reveals that a Covid-19 vaccine can actually
increase the likelihood of contracting and spreading the virus.
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The study (https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3897733)followed 900 hospital staff members in Vietnam who received the
Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine in March and April 2021.

Despite all staff members testing negative for Covid-19 in May, the first case among the vaccinated group was detected on June 11th.

Upon retesting, 52 additional cases were immediately identified and the hospital was forced into lockdown.

Over the following two weeks, an additional 16 cases were discovered.

The study (https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3897733)found that 76% of the Covid-19 positive staff developed respiratory symptoms,
with 3 staff members developing pneumonia and one requiring oxygen therapy.

Shockingly, the peak viral loads among the infected, vaccinated group were found to be 251 times higher than those of the unvaccinated staff
in March-April 2020.

UK Department of Health & Social Care Study
A study (https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.18.21262237v1)from the UK Department of Health & Social Care reveals that Covid-19 vaccines
are potentially harmful and ineffective at preventing infection and transmission.
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The study (https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.18.21262237v1)analyzed ongoing population-wide SARS-CoV-2 monitoring in the UK and found
that viral loads among the vaccinated and unvaccinated populations were virtually the same and much higher than previously recorded.

The study (https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.18.21262237v1)also found that the majority of cases among the vaccinated population were
presenting with symptoms when they tested positive.

Despite this, the authors of the study maintain that the Pfizer and Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccines are 67%-80% effective at preventing infection
with the Delta variant of Covid-19.

However, 82% of the positive PCR tests in the study were fully vaccinated individuals.

Ths means the authors of the study are essentially lying, and the vaccines are not decreasing susceptibility to infection but are instead
increasing it dramatically.

Conclusion
The evidence presented in these studies is disturbing and raises serious concerns about the safety and effectiveness of Covid-19 vaccines.

Not only are vaccinated individuals at higher risk of contracting and spreading the virus, but the vaccines may also be increasing susceptibility
to infection.

It is clear that mandating the public to take these vaccines is a harmful and irresponsible act, and those who do so should be made liable for
the long-lasting harm they cause.
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Subscribe now to make sure you receive the latest uncensored news in your inbox…

SUBSCRIBE

WE NEED YOUR HELP… (https://expose-news.com/2022/12/15/urgent-december-fundraising-campaign/)

We’re not funded by the Government
to publish lies & propaganda on their

behalf like the mainstream media. (https://expose-news.com/2022/12/15/urgent-december-fundraising-campaign/)

Instead, we rely solely on our support. So
please support us in our efforts to bring you

honest, reliable, investigative journalism
today. It’s secure, quick and easy… (https://expose-news.com/2022/12/15/urgent-december-fundraising-campaign/)

Just choose your preferred method (https://expose-news.com/2022/12/15/urgent-december-fundraising-campaign/)

to show your support below support (https://expose-news.com/2022/10/05/the-expose-october-fundraising-campaign/)

Type your email…
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Andrew Bridgen MP responds to his suspension from the
Conservative Party

Living in a Fascist Country

A list of UK attendees at Davos 2023 Emergency doctor calls for immediate suspension of mRNA
“vaccines” because of serious harms they cause

Follow Daily Expose on Telegram
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Donate2DailyExpose

  4 days ago

Finally, the truth is coming out, Thank you The Exposé.

Pressure must be brought on getting Parliament to realize this unfolding self-inflicted
public health and investigate.

{ } [ + ]

Join the discussion
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Here’s one thing UK residents can do and takes less than a minute: ‘Launch a Public

Inquiry’ via petition into the approval process for covid-19 vaccines: Please sign this
petition (Only UK residents/citizens can sign):

https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/62816 (https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/62816)

5

We want the Government to launch a Public Inquiry to investigate the MHRA’s process

for approving covid-19 vaccines.

Currently there are 25k signatures and need 100k signatures for Parliament to setup an

inquiry. Thank you

7  Reply

Donate2DailyExpose

 Reply to    4 days ago

Oops, correct link to petition is:

https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/628165 (https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/628165)

6  Reply

Augustus

 Reply to    3 days ago

I hope the petition drive works in the UK. In the US it is hijacked by the same people that it
is brought against. Best of luck.

3  Reply

John Mirror

Donate2DailyExpose

Donate2DailyExpose
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  4 days ago

Humanity, you have been Warned!

 
In the message addressed to Father Michel Rodrigue, the Heavenly Father says:

“Satan will attack the physical body of My children…
Satan, through his puppets who rule the world, wants to inoculate you with his venom.

He will push his hatred against you to the point of a compulsory imposition that will not

take into account your freedom”.
– There is no more Time! Please come back to Me!

– Please don’t keep your back to Me!
– Children, I accept every word that comes out of your mouths!

– Every prayer of yours I use against satan!

– I never abandon you!
– I have extended My Hand to this generation through My Daughter Mary!

– This 3rd world war will not be won by anyone. This war is not of Me. This is a satanic
war!

God is telling us to forgive ourselves and everyone, to pray for all, for we are all His

children, some of us lost, putting on the garment of the world, some even carrying the
flag of satan.

God warns us of earthquakes, war, the fall of the economy and that money will be no
more, famine, more pandemics, floods, drought and the fall of heavenly bodies or fire

from heaven.

Mother of God, quotes from Messages:

– Love My Jesus!

– Poison will kill you but not immediately but slowly!
– Wrong science!

– Spiritual warfare!
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– When you see abnormal streaks in the sky (chemical white streaks) go inside, close

doors and windows, use Good Samaritan Oil to protect yourself!

Jesus Christ, quotes from Messages:

– Every child who has come to earth has been called by name by My Father!
– I have told your hearts, what you must do!

– Our Immaculate Hearts, My Mother’s and Mine are waiting for you!

– Stop beating My Nails and pinning My Crown on My Head! (referring to consensual
abortion and assisted suicide)

– Awakening and Union!
– I do not interfere in your Free Will!

– 5G can kill you instantly!

– The sun is no longer your friend!
– Prepare yourself physically and spiritually!

– Eat what no one should eat!
– You’ll end up with azymes!

– You’ll live like the old days!

– How many of you have been vaccinated with Me?
– They want to wipe most of My children off the face of the earth!

– You’ll see them lying dead in the street! (referring to the vaccinated)
– Use the remedies of Heaven given by My Mother!

(Book: Natural Herbs and Remedies Given by the Blessed Virgin Mary for the Treatment
of Diseases, Plagues, Emergencies and Pandemics)

– Money will no longer be as you know it now!

– For those vaccinated so as not to die but also for hemorrhagic diseases, use Good Friday
Oil, exorcised water and prayer to My Blood, no plague or virus resists against My Blood,

Good Samaritan’s Holy Oil, for viruses, bacteria, chemicals in the air, etc. Holy Archangel
Michael’s Oil for skin diseases, etc (geranium). Whole Fumitory plant.

– Grapes Blessed in case of famine, war, pandemics, collapse of economy, disappearance
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of money or communism (one of Satan’s arms).

– I have millions of Angels for every Child on earth!
– This generation has been given Immaculate Hearts of My Mother!

– Russia was not given Immaculate Hearts of My Mother!
– I am now a God of Mercy and Grace to all but soon I come as a Righteous Judge!

– I am coming soon. Do you know what soon means? Very, very soon!

– Wax candles, a representation of the Holy Family and a crucifix in every home!

6  Reply
Stephen

  4 days ago

These ‘studies’ are coordinated control of the narrative. They pre-suppose that ‘covid-19’

exists and can be spread, which is a fabrication. It never existed and was a pretext for

enforcing the viaids jab. The ‘authorities’ are using ‘sudies’ to legitimise what they did
and are doing.

5  Reply

nickitoo

 Reply to    4 days ago

Since the patent history of the engineered coronavirus is evident, and indications that the
“covid19 injectables” were developed BEFORE the a “pandemic” was even called

for/declared — it seems what you may be drawing the right conclusion. Since all aspects of
covid “variant” tracking comes out of computer simulation, is there any relity in reports of

the latest frightful “variant”?

However, the acknowledgement that the vaccinated are not stronger for being vaccinated
— that does not look good no matter what the fabrication about “variants”.

Stephen
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The Vaccine Passport juggernaut is still rolling forward. What sense is there in that when
the shots only lead to ADE etcetera? The TECHNOCRATS in our agencies just keep on with

the program/pogram and don’t care that being “fully “vaccinated” and boosted” is a
dangerous state. They are forcing citizens to live shrunken lives full of restrictions and

prejudices when we do not qualify for and show a Vaccine Passport. This juggernaut must
be halted. Can studies like this help to do that?

4  Reply

Dave Owen

 Reply to    2 days ago

Hi Stephen,
As well as enforcing the masks etc.
I had to attend Local hospital for a check up,

I refused to have the PCR test and was told to leave.
Is it true that the used PCR test swabs are being sent to China ?

Remember the used kits have your name and address and your DNA inside. Why do they
want this information.

1  Reply

Augustus

  3 days ago

The animal trials failed because all the animals died. Therefore clinical human trials
were just omitted from the process. Science told them this would be fine. And people

were grateful to get this sh** pumped into to them. What a clown world.

8  Reply

Stephen
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PureBlood1778

  3 days ago

I am not vaccinated against so called covid19. I love living natural and taking care of

myself as much as possible. I transformed covid restrictions to make better myself. I
joined gym, started researching healthy ways to live and researched what is behind this

covid nonsense thanks to lots of free time that they give us by ordering to stay at home. It

really opened my eyes and I don’t see the world as I see in 2019. Ivermectin is bashed
even though doctors have proven that it works. You can take care of your entire self by

visiting https://ivmpharmacy.com (https://ivmpharmacy.com)

3  Reply

CDC, UK Gov. & Oxford University confirm COVID Vaccination DOES NOT WORK & has
potentially Lethal & Fatal Consequences – Infinite Unknown

  3 days ago

[…] – CDC, UK Gov. & Oxford University confirm COVID Vaccination DOES NOT WORK &
has potentially L… […]

1  Reply

paul

  3 days ago

spike and test – easy money etc

1  Reply
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CDC, UK Government & Oxford University confirm ‘Covid’ fake vaccination DOES NOT
WORK & has potentially Lethal & Fatal Consequences – David Icke

  3 days ago

[…] Read More: CDC, UK Gov. & Oxford University confirm COVID Vaccination DOES NOT

WORK & has p… […]

0  Reply

CDC, UK Government & Oxford University confirm ‘Covid’ fake vaccination DOES NOT
WORK & has potentially Lethal & Fatal Consequences - All View News

  3 days ago

[…] Read More: CDC, UK Gov. & Oxford University confirm COVID Vaccination DOES NOT
WORK & has p… […]

0  Reply

Penrose22

  3 days ago

“Shockingly, the peak viral loads among the infected, vaccinated group were found to be

251 times higher than those of the unvaccinated staff in March-April 2020.”

Actually, the study states viral loads in those infected with Delta in June 2021 were 251

times higher than those who had been infected with earlier strains (presumably alpha

variant) in March-April 2020.
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Those infected in 2020 were not vaccinated since the “vaccines” were not available until

2021. However, it is not appropriate to compare viral loads of alpha and delta variants
unless we have data which provides the mean levels of viral load for each strain. Perhaps

delta is usually associated with much higher viral loads. It’s important to provide the
most precise information when revealing the dangers of these experimental injections.

1  Reply
Oficjalne instytucje potwierdzają: to nie działa

  2 days ago

[…] CDC, UK Gov. & Oxford University confirm COVID Vaccination DOES NOT WORK & has

potentially L… […]

0  Reply

CDC, UK Gov. & Oxford University confirm COVID Vaccination DOES NOT WORK & has
potentially Lethal & Fatal Consequences – altnews.org

  2 days ago

[…] by Rhoda Wilson, Expose News: […]

0  Reply

NARCISSISTS, TYRANTS, RACISTS, SCIENCE, FOOD, DRUG AND VOTE SCAMMERS | On
Science and Salvation from Hell

  2 days ago

[…] CDC, UK Gov. & Oxford University confirm COVID Vaccination DOES NOT WORK & has
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potentially L… […]

0  Reply
A Terrible Thought Concerning the Vaccines: A Ticking Time Bomb? - Patriot Daily Press

  13 hours ago

[…] the truth is slowly coming out. Unfortunately, the incurious believers, my category 1,
will persist in accommodating the lie. They […]
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